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Crashers, Bogus Sales
Cancel 'Airplane' Flite
bv Susannah Heschel -*-
by Susannah Heschel
Evidence of counterfeit tickets and a
rumor of planned gate crashing created
"severe security risks" and forced the
Mather Hall'Board of Governors to cancel
tonight's Jefferson Airplane concert, ac-
cording to Board spokesman, Jeffrey Hales,
' '72.
Hales said the Board is aware of two
counterfeiting operations, at the College and
at the University of Connecticut at Storrs.
but has no specific information concerning





The Ghost Shirt Society has reorganized in
an attempt to form a student union that will
act as a central organization for student
affairs, according to John M. Rezek, '71, a
member of the steering committee.
The Society has changed its name to
Union, and will work on a "blueprint" for a
student union, to be presented to the student
body for ratification sometime before
Christmas, Rezek said. ,
The union plan will be offered to the
student body as an alternative to the Senate
which disbanded last year.
Major issues that Union expects the
student union to tackle include offering
"back-up support of students on faculty
committees," resolving conflicts among
students, faculty, and administration, and
acting as a "voice of the students," ac-
cording to Rezek.
"It is imperative that students' opinions
concerning, for example, the new
curriculum, which will be reviewed in June,
be effectively voiced and considered,"
stated Rezek.
Rezek said the function of the student
union would be similar to that of the faculty
conference, "only better."
An attempt at the formation of a student
union last year failed after two meetings.
Kezek said there is no direct connection
between the two unions, but said last year's
union provided "the genesis of the idea for
this year's ideas."
Union will retain the $1000 annual budget
of the Ghost Shirt Society, So far Union has
spent $200 sponsoring last week's lecture by
Mitchell Goodman.
Members of Union are planning to write a
series of articles for the TRIPOD which will
further inform the community of the
progress of its activities.
Union will be meeting on Tuesday nights
at 7 p.m. in Wean Lounge, beginning
November 24.
Members of the steering committee in-
clude Rezek, John Stevens, '73, and Bob
Muellen, '7i.
Panel Formed
The rumor of the gate crash was.
telephoned to Roy Dudley, '71, booking
coordinator, early Thursday morning.
Dudley said the rumor was from "reliable
sources."
According to Ellen Mulqueen, advisor to
the Board, numerous Board members have
heard of the planned gate crashing.
Hales said that persons holding coun-
terfeit tickets might create a disturbance by
demanding entrance or money refunds at
the gate.
According to the College's insurance
policy the Board would be responsible for
the first $10,000 damage to the Ferris
Athletic Center, where the concert was to be
held.
The Jefferson Airplane readily agreed to
the cancellation, according to Dudley. They
were , concerned with , disturbances that
would endanger the heald of one member,
Gracey Slick, who is eight months pregnant.
They also feared damage to their musical
and lighting equipment.
The concert was arranged as a
promotional agreement, according to
Mulqueen. The Airplane guaranteed the
Jefferson Airplane tickets may be
returned to the special desk set up in the
foyer of Mather Hall. Tickets may be
returned from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday,
November 16 thru Friday, November 20. No
refunds will be made for tickets returned
after 4 p.m. November 20.
The name and address of the person
returning the ticket should be clearly
written.on the back of each ticket Refund
checks will be.issued after all tickets have
been collected and validated. The checks
will be mailed directly to the people who
have returned tickets.
Payment will take between 3 and4 weeks.
College $1500 plus all expenses.
A concert at the University of,Hertford
last Sunday was disturbed when a group of
40 to 50 "non-student" removed the hinges
from one of the doors to the Physical
Education Center between performances,
according to George McKinley, dean of
students. ,
The incident was heandled by students
and campus security guards. Gate-crashers
remained at the concert. There were no
reports of injury.
Colleges in the area are planning a joint
meeting to determine a mutual security
policy; according to Hales, He stated that
this was not a lack of foresight as the Board
had invited UHart to discuss security
problems last year, and they refused.
Maryland state police were called Sunday
Continued on P. 2
BLOOD
Volunteers are needed to assist the Red
Cross in taking blood donations Friday
between 12:30 and 5:30 p.m. in the
Washington Room. Please see Miss
Mulqueen if interested.
Season's End
A mass of exuberant Trinity Cans swarm around the goal posls during the waning
moments of the Bantam's 24-14 triumph over Wesleyan in iMiddletown, Saturday. The
Trinity supporters were as tough on the goal posts as the Bantams were on Wesleyiui.
Tvin ended its season with a 7-1 record. See sports page for details.
New Definition Sought
By College Affairs Panel
In Matthew .Molusliok
The College Affairs Committee decided at
its last meeting to ask the Faculty to make
its role in the formulation of Community
life policy more explicit.
The Committee's present charge makes
no mention of a formal role in community
life decision-making. It states merely that
the Committee shafi' "serve as an advisory
board to the Associate Dean of Community
Life." ; ' . •
According to George C. Higgins, college
counselor and chairman of the committee,
the College Affairs Committee has no
function as it exists now. "We can only act
after the fact," he said.
Higgins described the committee's work
as virtually gratuitous because, in general,
no one asks for its advice.
He said the new charge from the Faculty
would imply that the Committee would be an
advisory board, active before/during, and
after any policy decisions were made.
In a preface to the motion, the committee
said "It is the responsibility of all to be sure
that educational priorities are maintained
throughout the college, and in the particular
area of community life faculty and students
have a precise obligation to contribute to
formulation of policy."
The new charges reads, "It shall be the
responsibility of this committee to serve as
an advisory body in the 'formulation of
Community Life policy and to act as a
grievance committee for the student body
on matters pertaining to student affairs and
residential life. (It is assumed that •• all
disciplinary mat ters will be handled
through the Trinity College Adjudicative
process.) , •
Other changes in the charge would make
the Vice-President of the College, an ex
officio member along with the present
members: four faculty, four students, and
the Dean of Community Life, (ex officio).
According to the Committee's minutes,
unless the definition of its role is changed it
will be "Virtually without function and
should be either disbanded by the faculty or
be called together at the pleasure oE an
administrator who wants advice."
In the preface to its motion, the committee
states, "Trinity College is a community of
various groups of people dedicated to the
pursuit of learning, Since Trinity's
education is not limited to the classroom and
a student's intellectual and social en- '
vironmentis an integral and critical part of
his learning experience, these areas of
community life are legitimate concerns of
students and faculty."
The statement continues, "Since com-
munity life must be devoted to providing an
environment in which learning can occur,
student well-being (both intellectual and
physical) must be the basis for all decisions
involving the campus community."
English Department Considers Change in Major
The English Department's new Panel on
'^partmental Goals will meet for the first
'•me this week to begin consideration of a
Proposal for sweeping changes in the
''t'quirements for the English major.
The proposal by four senior English
"wjors provides that no specific courses be
inquired for the major.'The proposal calls
•oi" the major to be comprised of nine
wmrsos of the student's choice.
The. proposal presented by Howard
K'kl. Kent W, Tarpley. George A. Beedy,
L. Cunningham, also asks the
to nive credit toward the major
I'tnirses in mlier departments.
by Steven Pearlstein
The new panel will include three faculty student's choice,
members of the department and_three or
four iunior or senior English majors, me
i K ll» P««l l»ve not been pckad
•"Hi
udents choice.
Another part of the proposal asks the
department to recognize major credit for
courses in other departments. The depart-
ments suggested were Philosophy,
Psychology, Religion, and History.
The student proposal originally asked that
credit from student-taught courses be
credited toward the major. That suggestion
was dropped because of a College rule that
makes all student-taught courses pass-fail.
Under the new curriculum pass-fail
courses are not credited toward major
requirements.
Several faculty members indicated,
however, that if the department decided
that its wants to allow major credit to the
student-taught courses, a recommendation
to that effect to the Faculty would stand a
good chance to pass.
"Our proposal wouldn't let people keep
teaching courses that students don't want to
take, and which they have to take because of
the present requirements," said Dickler.
"We would be putting more demand on them
to teach better courses - or leave."
.Beedy and Tarpley, while they signed the
proposal, say that they don't necessarily
agree with all the suggestions included in it.
Continued on P. 5
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Grace Without'God:
Grace Slick, loud singer ol' the Jefferson Airplane, seen in a photograph taken a couple
of years ago, who will not appear tonight in Ferris Gyimiasium. She is now it bout eight
months pregnant with a child whom she will name God.
Cancel 'Airplane' Flite
1 (From P. 1)
lo .subdue 1,500 .students who rioted when
ihey wove refused1 admission lo a rock
concert at the University.of Maryland. The
policemen on duty used ..tear'-gas but were
unable lo control the crowd, and 200 stale
police and sheriff's officers were brought in
as reinforcements.
According to (he Maryland police,
Jesters to Hold
Play Readings
The Jesters will be sponsoring a series of
play-readings on the Trinity campus in
hopes of revitalizing a once prominent
organization. Since the formulation of the
Theatre, Arts Department last year, the
Jesters have ceased to be the major theatre
force on the campus. Previously the group
was responsible for the major productions
at Trinity, their most acclaimed one being
the celebrated MaraWSade. Last year the
Jesters financed the productions of a
number of one-acts and the presentation of
the three student-written, plays, entitled
collectively Jungle, This year the group
sponsored the first Black theatre, on the
campus.
Although the Jesters have been an active
producing force, they hope to continue their
reputation as an important and living
organization. The play-readings are just one
group oi proposed ideas which hope to in-
sure a steady flow of theatrical events on the
campus. The readings are designed to
present playwrights whose works have not
been familiarized on the campus, as well as
to present original manuscripts by aspiring
student writers. The first reading will be
Israel Horowitz's Rats and William
Saroyan's Husband and Wife. No definite
date has been set, but announcements will
be posted in Mather Hall as to time and
place, either this week or next.
Students interested in participating in the
readings should contact eithe r Cotter Smith
(Box 280) or Bill Harris (Box 1230.)
students threw rocks and bottles when they
wave barred, because of overcrowding,
from (he Grand Funk Railroad, a rock
group.
The Hoard voted Thursday night lo take
legal action against all groups concerned
with the counterfeiting. No-one has yet been
formally accused, and the Board will wail
until they "ihink they have substantial
evidence'.' before deciding on the type ol
legal action lo take, according to Hales.
The Hoard will be refunding tickets
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4
p,m. in Mather Hall lobby. Tickets will be
collected, receipts issued, and checks
mailed within ihree to four weeks. By
Monday afternoon at 3 p.m. 300 tickets had
been relumed, Advertisement of the can-
cellation lias been running on radio stations
WHCN-FM, WHTC-FM, and WDKC-AM,
and the Board is running ads in local
newspapers. In addition, the Board is
telephoning neighboring colleges. Tickets to
the concert were sold at six stores in the
downtown area as well as on campus.
Hales said the Board expects some
uninformed ticket holders to show up
Tuesday night, and Hartford Police and the
College Security force have been alerted.
The Hoard will absorb the cost of refun-
ding tickets and providing security for
Tuesday night The Airplane is paying for







If you need rehabilitation—
or know someone




Help Us Reach and Rehabilitate
Americas Handicapped
The State-Federal Program of Reha-
bilitation Services. U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare.
The Advertising Council.
Price's Portrayals of Poe
Films: 'Lack Imagination'
by Chris K
Over the last decade, approximately
eighteen of Edgilr Alien Foe's works have
been transformed by American In-
ternational Pictures into Vincent Price
vehicles. With the exception of I're-Mnlure
Burial (which starred R"ay MHlaml), Price
has portrayed everyone from Roderick
Usher to M. Valdimar to Prince Propero in
these "adaptations" which, for l.h« most
part, had been directed by Roger Corman,
before he moved on to bigger and belter
things.
. The typical Poo-Price thriller has Price as
the central character who is tormented by a
spirit (or what he thinks i.s a .spirit) .set in the
late nineteenth century i.s .some Gothic
castle overlooking a rocky sea shore, most
of the film is devoied to the usual ghostly
footsteps in the hallway, mysterious
whispering, etc., until Price goes insane. At
the end there is a tremendous fire that
destroys Price and (he "house of evil,"
with the hero and the heroine escaping just
in lime.
I have very little respect for Vincent
Price's performances in his horror films.
Between his ridiculous hamming and thai
one expression he has of raising one
eyebrow a little higher than the other, the
foundation of horror that i.s supposed to be
Cliff Keuter
Dance Recital
Two Programs, Nov. 20 and
21, at8:15 p.m. in the
Austin Arts Center
Price: 75 cents for students





New Haven's Yale Repertory Theatre,
which recently presented the acclaimed
production of "Story Theatre Repertory,"
setting box office and attendance records, is
currently in the final stages of rehearsal for
Cyril Tourneur's "The Revenger's
Tragedy," the second production of the
Company's current fifth anniversary
season.
Directed by Robert Brustein, artistic
director of the company and director of last
season's heralded "Don Juan," the
Jacobean masterpeice of lust and death
played against the background of a corrupt
Italian court opens for a three and one-half
week engagement Thursday, November 19
through Saturday, December 12. Tuesday
through Saturday evening performances at
8:00 p.m. and Saturday matinees at 2:30
p.m. will be presented in the New Theatre,
1120 Chapel Street, New Haven, Conn.
The British actor, Kenneth Haigh, will
appear as Vendice, the revenger whose
tragedy it is that he comes to enjoy the life
he first abhorred, Haigh previously ap-
peared with the company in "Prometheus
Bound" and "Henry IV," and directed " 'Tis
Pity She's A Whore." He has performed
principal roles for the Royal Shakespeare
Company, the Royal Court Theatre, the
Edinburgh Festival, and recently filmed a
BBC television series entitled "A Man at the
Top."
The Duke, an aging lecher with an ap-
propriate elder statesman veneer, will be
played by Lee Richardson, a founding
member and leading actor with Min-
neapolis'Tyrone Guthrie Theatre.
Tickets for the Yale Repertory Theatre
may be ordered by telephoning the box
office at 562-9953. Box office hours are
Monday through Saturday from 12:00 p.m.
to 6:00 p.m. (8:30 p.m. on performance
days).
built around him i.s never established. Price
ust'il to he, an adequate character actor back
in 1 he Forties, but after the great success of
House of Wax, he was typecast as the suc-
cessor Id (he KarlolT-Lugosi sect. I'm sure
that much of the reason fur the lack of talent
displayed in lltese horror films is at-
tributable to the poor quality of the sets,
direction, and .script, but Price has never
shown any sign of following in the old horror
actors' footsteps.
My favorite of the Pot' Price series is The
Pit and the Pendulum and the big reason
behind this clmicw is tlu> inclusion of Bar-
bara .SUH'IO in the cast (Miss Steele, as you
remember, was .so exquisitely terrifying in
Bava's great Black .Sunday. The Closing
shot, will) Miss Slwie, staring out in horror
from the Iron Maiden as the door of the
torture chamber is about to be sealed
forever, i.s a great moment in horror films).
Unfortunately, most i;f the female leads in
the Poo-Prki' series have belonged to the
inept and rather hoi.iely Hazel Court who
has lx'<!!i unable (0 rise from the murky
depths.
1 think (he problem with the Poe-Price
serins is the iftcfc of imagination and ex-
pression, each noticeably missing. I per-
sonally think the late Joan Cocteau, or
perhaps Jgmar Bergman, could create an
adequate adaptation of a Poe work for the
screen. Roger (,'ormun lacks the necessary
finesse and relk;.s too much on shock
techniques to make a film that would cap-
lure all of the* subtleties of horror that lie
within Pw.'s stories. Also, a cast of
unknowns would come across much better
than having the redoubtable Mr. Price
sneering his way through the film. An ex-
cellent example of imagination, unknowns,
and Poe combined is the British version of
House of Usher (made by serai-
professionals in 1950.) Throughout this film
the haunting fear of being responsible for
having buried someone alive is
magnificently projected. By adding a sub-
plot of their own creation, the makers of
House of Usher displayed one of the most
frightening sequences in the cinema - the
attempt lo destroy the head of a man that an
insane old woman keeps in her masoleum-
like home. The result of the venture is the
strangulation of one of Roderick Usher's
friends by the hag. For sheer terror, the
House of Usher remains unsurpassed.
Horror films are my "Hag," I hate to see
poorly made productions of horror classics.
The only two solutions that I see to the Poe-
Price problem are that Vincent Price stick
to art collecting and American International




Climaxing other victories this Saturday
The Trinity Band performed its finale of the
football season. Each week the Bantam
stands had seen a subtle addition to The
Band's already formidable Williams
repetoire. Against Coast Guard it marched
and played "Fight Trinity" at the same time
--a feat comparable in difficulty to mixing a
fourth gin and tonic while shooting Allagasn
River rapids. Against Amherst The Band
moved into a floating "T", then pivoted into
a parallel line formation to play the National
Anthem. The sequence of graceful sim-
plicity has become the mark of Director
John Erskine, a name which now recalls
terror and respect throughout New
England. At Middletown The Band forced
the Wesleyan football team off the field
while it marched inexorably to the fifty yard
line-again while playing as it marched.
After several fancy turns (in marching
idiom called a "hot dog") The Band swit-
ched into its trademark "T" and played the
Alma Mater to a packed stands of wild, but
certainly sober, applause. It then moved
across the field to the parallel line formation
and prefaced the National Anthem with the
"2001" space theme, "Thus Spake
Zarathustra"--a program which no doubt
inspired the football team to its subsequent
victory.
And yet this is only one aspect of The Band
we found out in an interview with William
Zachry, first Sousaphone in the tuba section.
"After Saturday," he told us, "we move to
our Tuesday night symphonic season." We
await with trepidation their next public
appearance. ,
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Poet-in-Residence
Levertov's Poetry Receives Mixed Reactions
During Denise Levertov's appearances
last week on and off campus I heard mixed
emotions concerning her success as a
reader, lecturer and poet. Many senior
members of the formal as well as informal
audiences openly acclaimed Miss Lever-
tov's visit. She was praised for her rhyth-
mical delivery that (as one listener put it)
"made poetry come alive. I could actually
see the poems as they were printed on the
page for the first time in my life". She was
praised for her verbal power in striking
imagery, "superior to even Kinnell" as
another phrased it. There were several who
would care to classify her as a great thinker
and valuable crusader in the realm of
modern verse. But these were but a fraction
of the total audience. Somewhere in the
middle of Tuesday's reading approximately
one half of the auditorium rose and
departed, not en masse, of course, but I'm
certain Miss Levertov noticed that it could
scarcely have been termed a trickle either.
In this light there were a good number of
students and student-poets who later voiced
their disapprobation. Some called her
rhythms verbally "forced", her images
"weak" or "inconsistent"; still others could
only grade her "mediocre" as an author in
general. I'm afraid I would tend to go along
with. the latter element. 'Although Miss
Levertov was an intelligent and opinionated
woman, she cannot by her own definitions be
seen,as a "great" poet (one who possesses
both "scope and staying power"), nor an
exceptionally effective one by most
aesthetic standards.
At one point in Thursday's reading of
other modern poets, she gave a definition of
"poet" as expressed by Marianne Moore:
"a literalist of the imagination". And, after
reading sections 9-11 of Galway KinnelPs
"Avenue C Poem", one could readily see
what she meant. Kinnell in a virtuoso
performance described everything from
fish to fire-fighting with vivid verbal
by Vaughn P.M. Keith
colouring. Miss Levertov subsequently drew
on a series of her favourite Black Mountain
Poets, revealing some of the strongest in-
fluences on her own verse. But, after Kin-
nell, such images as Robert Duncan's, "(a




The Benton collection of twentieth-
century American painting currently on
exhibition at the Wadsworth Atheneum
provides the Hartford audience with an
intensive view of this nation's contemporary
art. The paintings are drawn from the
personal•• collection. of William Benton,
former United States Senator from Con-
necticut and Ambassador to UNESCO. He is
currently the owner of the Encyclopedia
Britahnica company.
The Benton collection represents a good
cross section of the art styles which per-
vaded America during this century.
Paintings run the gamut from the im-
pressionistic works of Childe Hassam to the
abstractions of Max Weber arid . Ivan
James Merrill
Merrill to Read
His Work Nov. 19
National award winning poet, James
Merrill, will give a reading of his works in
the student center at Trinity College on Nov.
19 at 7:30 p.m. The reading is sponsored by
the Trinity Poetry Center. The public is
invited.
Merrill's poems have won wide acclaim.
In 1967 he received the National Book Award
for Night and Days. His other volumes of
poems are The Fire Screen, 1970, Water
Street, 1962, The Country of a Thousand
Years of Peace, 1959, and First Poems, 1951.
Merrill has also published two novels, The
(Diblos) Notebooks, (1965), and The
Seraglio (1957) and two plays, The Immortal
Husband, which was produced off-
Broadway in 1955 and The Bait (1960).
Albright. Thus, to review such an exhibition
is to review a half century of American art;
whether one enjoys the Benton group
depends upon one's understanding of art in
this nation.
The art of America reflects life jn
• American in general. The diversity of the
population and. the lack of an American
' type: these are the traits which are most
noted in the exhibition section devoted to the
people. Of special interest is Reginald
Marsh's "Coney Island Beach" where the
artist, a personal friend of Benton, has
depicted the raw and often crude life on a
New York beach. From George Luks' tender
"Juan" to Grant Wood's stylized and
unappealing "Nan" the emphasis|<is on
diversity. I' i
The Benton paintings on the land and sea
include some exceptional canvases. Land-
scape has always been a popular subject for
American artists, and they have responded
to nature with a romantic, yet candid stare.
The impressionist Hassam records winter
with sparkling light and color. A watercolor
by Edward Hopper is cool and serene.
Charles Sheeler combines architectural
studies with nature to produce a crisp,
elegant, effect. • • • . . : . .
Depictions of New York are given a
prominent place in the Benton collection; in
the main they are outstanding. George
Bellows, William Glackens, and Hassam
view the city-scape; Luks and Marsh,
foremost members of the noted Ashcan
School in the early part of the century, paint
its people. The result is a stimulating and
compassionate representation of urban life
in America.
Other groups of Senator Benton's
collection include views of the American
spectacle, legend and fantasy, and more
abstract works concerning observation,
analysis, and protest. Notable works among
these latter groups include a pair of a
famous Bellows lithographs, two of Davies
allussions to my thology and a series by Jack
Levine entitled "Judgement of Paris."
These and the other works of the
exhibition should not be reviewed in-
dividually, but rather as a group. For the
Benton paintings, taken as a whole, are
illustrations of America, its people its land,
its cities, its diversions, itssymbols. Prior to
its appearance at the Atheneum the
collection was on display at Japan's Expo
'70 The exhibition's format makes it a most
apt display through which the foreign
viewer may see an unglorified depiction of
this nation's life. But the Benton collection
also retains the interest of the American
audience. It manifests art in America as
being full of life and candor, a vitality which
onlv rarely makes an appearance on can-
vas The collection is a striking, explicit
panorama of an art which has been
neglected or underrated much too long,.
stream" (from an unpublished poem sent to
her in a letter from Duncan), seems to fall
flat. Moreover, her own poems were
similarly abased by comparison. One would,
I think, be hard put to find many rich images
in the whole corpus of her poetry. Take, for
example, the following passage from
"Stepping Westward":
There is no savor
more sweet, more salt
than to be glad to be
what, woman,
and who, myself,
I am, a shadow
that grows longer as the sun
moves, drawn out
on a thread of wonder.
If I bear burdens,
they begin to be remembered
as gifts, goods, a basket
of bread that hurts
my shoulders but closes me
in fragrance. I can
eat as I go.
Another time Miss Levertov told us that
"poetry is no place for vagueness". To be
sure, she is hardly as abstruse as
Ferlinghetti; in fact, in several poems she is
entirely too long-winded, prosaically ex-
plaining instead of intimating (e.g. the
expression of her onus as a woman above).
Yet in an equal number of other locations
she comes across rather murkily (e.g. what
connections does "eat" have in the
preceding metaphor'?).
Such a passage is also helpful in
evaluating her "form sense", or rhythm, in
what she has classified as "organic poetry".
Perhaps a quotation from her essay on this
subject (Poetry, Sept. '65) may be useful at
this point, "...(in organic poetry) the form
sense... is ever present along with (yes,
paradoxically) fidelity to the revelation of
meditation...A manifestation of form sense
is the sense the poet's ear has of some rhyth-
mic norm peculiar to a particular poem,
from which the individual lines depart and
to which they return." But how exactly is
this rhythm communicated? Orally it is
accomplished merely by pausing after each
line longer than usual, creating a
breathless, jerky delivery. The words
themselves do not, therefore, produce a
cadence. As a result, the lines are less
spontaneous, more awkward. Nor is there
any rhythmic sequence of thought, or
"meditation", as run-on lines only serve to
burden the irregularlities further. Frankly I
can see no other sources of rhythm. If not
verbaf or integrally conceptual, then how?
In short, it seems that Miss Levertov has
some viable ideas and admirable goals but
has yet to satisfactorally realize them.
Perhaps one of the pitfalls has been her
Perlman at Bushnell
avowed belief that good verse is an "ac-
cident", the poet being simply a "medium"
who receives the random mots justes from
some praeternatural outer limits. Thus a
well-written poem just "happens", the poet
per se having nothing at all to do with its
creation!
After the apparently successful reading
last Thursday, (as many autographs were
requested), I went to a faculty party given in
honour of Miss Levertov to speak with her
further. Before the call of Terpsichore
spirited her away to the strains of the
"Grateful Dead", I managed to get a few
questions in.
When asked whether she had ever tried a
prose medium or the dramatic arts before,
Miss Levertoc replied that, as far as prose
was concerned, short stories were out
because she could not "make up stories",
evidently believing that truth stronger than
fiction, while novels required patience and
planning she did not possess. However, she
did reveal an interest in play-wrighting; in
fact, she was even toying with the idea of a
drama written in verse for some future date.
"But," said Denise. "I'd sooner read
Nineteenth Century fiction than any modern
novel."
I was sorry to hear that, despite her
British background, she was now firmly
committed to American politics, or rather
the amelioration of same. With open
aversion for our present government and its
pelucid -thinker's, Miss Levertov foresaw .!>
needed revolution in this country and hoipeci
that the administration would eventually be
supplanted by (in her words) a "socialist-
anarcho government". Practically or
pragmatically speaking, she had nothing-
more to relate otherthan that she saw "little
hope for our planet".
As for her poetic future, Miss Levertov is
currently working on a collection of short,
epigrammatical poems entitled "Brass
Tacks", and continuing her lengthy "note-
book poem" with a view to completion soon.
I would hope these new works will be more
effective in every facet than her. previous
publications. But I doubt it.. .;
Soloist Outshines Symphony
by Joel Kemelhor
As is too often the' case at Hartford
Symphony concerts, the musical highlights
last Wednesday at Bushnell Hall were
provided by the guest soloist. This time the
evening belonged to the 24ryear old Israeli
violinist Itzhak Perlman, who. performed
the concerto by Jan Sibelius.
The Sibelius turned out to be a work of
quiet lyrical intensity, enriched but not
weighted down by the Finnish composer's
frequent tone of melancholy. Mr. Perlman
played with splendid tone and vitality. While
this concerto is not a virtuoso vehicle, it
often seemed that the soloist was carrying
the full sweep of the music, so anemic was
much of the orchestral accompaniment. Mr.
Perlman is crippled, but even from an awk-
ward sitting position he displayed more
movement and involvement with the music
than the entire 85-man Hartford Symphony
plus conductor Arthur Winograd. In the
adagio movement it was difficult to tell
whether the flutist was playing, inhaling, or
snoring, and the brass were guilty of similar
sins. • ' • . ;
Bruckner's Symphony No. 4 occupied the
second half of the program. This work,
called the "Romantic," is lighter than this
composer's other symphonies, which reflect
the influence of Richard Wagner's music
dramas. Bruckner, a conscientious and
unassuming composer and professor, was
seldom able to match the inspirations of. his
idol Wagner or his own greatest pupil,
Gustav Mahler. In Bruckner, passages of
great beauty or excitement alternate with
pedantic repetitions. A sense of drama is
also lacking in much of the Fourth Sym-
phony. For example, within the first two
minutes of the opening movement almost
the full resources of the orchestra are used,
rendering many later crescendo passages
antclimactic. The best movement, a scjerzo
with hunting horn fanfares, suffers from
inordinate alternation of the loud dominant
calls with dying string passages.
It should be said that the Hartford Sym-
phony and Mr. Winograd performed the
Bruckner with fidelity (save for some
flatness in the brass). At the least it sounded
as good as two other performances of the
work I've heard. Yet the apathetic response
of the audience testified to Bruckner's
mistake in diluting the modest magicof his
music. We were bored.
The concert began with Berlioz'
exhuberent Roman Carnival Overture, but
any excitement that followed this was
largely provided by Itzhak Periman. The;
next Hartford Symphony concert, on
December 9, will offer an all-Russian
program.
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THIS WEEK
Interaction and Awareness
Are Themes of 'Joy Box9
Wandering into the Chapel last week, we
found a series of crates and two men taking
(lowers and brightly colored panels out of
Ihem. One of the men, Otis Charles, ex-
pla ined they were constructing a joy box.
And what is a joy box? "It is a ten by ten
room in which people can move and in-
teract." diaries explained.
Actually it is more than that. Charles said
the Joy Box was an attempt to show that
worship was enhanced by a shared
awareness of participants.
Charles and the other designers of the box-
•Vienna C'obb Anderson, a graphics designer
from Virginia, and Tom Babbitt, an ar-
chitect from Connecticut-seeks to have
people create their own experience by
touching -switches which trigger lights,
horns, bubble-makers and other assorted
what-not.
Charles explained that the Joy Box was a
tacitile thing. It makes people touch and
reach around one another.
•"His room really comes alive when people
are inside," Charles said. "The ef-
fectiveness of a building is what happens
when people yet inside."
.•Sometimes, according to Charles, a
person will come out and say "It isn't
working" as though the Joy Box were
supposed to do something to them. "The Joy
Box simply gives people the opportunity to
shape an environment," Charles said.
At one entrance to the Box, a large panel
urges "Move Yourself," while inside
flashing lights say "Celebrate Life" and,
sometimes, "Tilt."
Charles, who is the Executive Secretary of
the Associated Parishes, a group which
seeks a renewal of worship-said that today
churches need new approaches to worship.
When everyone lived in the same village and
worked the same fields, he said, religion
was simply another shared experience,
"Today it is the only shared experience.
Even people who live on the same street do
not see each other during the week. They
can't just sit down in church and hope to
share a religious experience," he said.
We asked Charles if the Chapel could be
turned into a Joy Box.."Oh very definitely,"
he said, "but first you have to get rid of the
pews."
In case they do not get rid of the pews, the
Joy Box will be here through the end of the
Christmas Term and all are encouraged to
come, explore, touch, feel, see, hear,
rejoice, and interact.
November 17 - November 30
TUESDAY, November 17
10:HO p.m. - Compline - Chapel
WEDNESDAY, November 18
12:00 noon - The Eucharist, Chapel
4:00 p.m. - TCC, Wean Lounge
7:30 p.m. - Ghost Hunters: Ed and
Lorraine Warren, Part III "Witchcraft".
Guest: Bill Jackson, expert on rein-
carnation, Washington Rm.
7:150 p.m. - Film: MASH Cinestudio
l):-ll) p.m. - Film: "John and Mary"
Cinestudio
THURSDAY, November 19
4:00 p.m. - Trinity High School Seminar
Student Teachers for this term - Senate Rm.
4:15 p.m. - Philosophy Club - Lecture; by
Prof. Laszlo Versenyi - "Plato and His
Liberal Opponents" - L.S.C. Audit.
5:00 p.m. - TGSA, Committee Rm.
7:00 p.m. - MHBG - Alumni Lounge
li:()0 p.m. - Trinity Poetry Center - James
Merrill'reading from his own works - Wean
Lounge
7::«) and t):40 p.m. - Films (as Wednesday)
10:H() p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel
11:00 p.m. - Portable! Circus Presents:
"Eight Turkeys in search of a Christmas
Goose" - Old Cave - Donation: 75*
FRIDAY, November 20
12:30 - 5:;iO p.m. - RED CROSS BLOOD-
MOBILE - Washington Urn., Mater Campus
Center
I::!()- 2:45 p.m. - Apollo HI Astronaut, John
L, Swigert, Jr. - LESSONS FROM THE
SPACE PROGRAM - McCook Auditorium
;S:t)O p.m. - THE SPACE PROBLEM AND
THE URBAN CRISIS - POSSIBLE
PARALLELS AND APPLICATIONS -
Krieble Auditorium
<i:15 p.m. - Ilillol Sabbath Service - Senate
Rm.
7::«) and 11:15 p.m. - Film: MASH -
Cine^dio
",.tl:flb,'..p.m. • Film: "John and Mary" -
Cinestudio
8:15 p.m. - Professional Dance Program -
CLIFF KEUTER DANCE CO. - Goodwin
Theatre, A.A.C.
Tickets at the door: General admission
$1.00 - Students Admission 75<f
luoo p.m. - Portable Circus (as Thur-
sday)
SATURDAY, November 21 -
5:00-7:00 p.m. - Student Thanksgiving
Buffet (meal ticket or $2.00) - Mather Dining
Hall •
8:15 p.m. - Dance Program (as Friday)
8:00 p.m. - Benefit Basketball Game with
All-American Redheads - Ferris Center




11:00 p.m. - Portable Circus (As Thur-
sday)
SUNDAY, November 22
10:;i(l a.m. - The Eucharist, Sermon by the
Chaplain, Chapel Singers, Chapel
5:00 p.m. - Vespers - Crypt Chapel
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostaloate Mass -
Alumni Lounge
11:00 p.m. •• SIMS - McCook Auditorium
11:00 and 11:00 p.m. • Portable Circus (As
Thursday)
7:HO and 0:20 p.m.
Infidele and Belle Dc
MONDAY, November Zi
WEDNESDAY CLASSES HELD THIS
DAY (Graduates School also)
!!:20 and 7:;i() p.m. - Films (As Sunday)
11:00 p.m. - Portable Circus (AsThur-
sday)
TUESDAY, November 24
THURSDAY CLASSES HELD THIS DAY
(Graduate School also)
7:HO and !):;!() p.m. •• Cesare Barbieri
Center presents - Film: OPEN CITY -
Admission $1.00 - Cinestudio
l():;so p.m. - Compline - Chapel
WEDNESDAY, November an
FRIDAY CLASSES HELD THIS DAY (No
Graduate School flosses held)
Thanksgiving Recess Begins after last (..'lass
today.
7:1)0 p.m. - Film: "A Fistful of Dollars" -
Cincestudio
il:20 p.m. - Film: "For A Few Dollars
More" • Cinesiudio
THURSDAY - SUNDAY, November 2(5-29 •
THANKSGIVING RECESS
Special hours lor Dining Halls Mather
Campus (-'enter. Ferris Center and Library
Forthcoming
Aid
Any undergraduate who is not
presently receiving financial aid from
the College may now apply for
assistance for the Trinity term begin-
ning in January. Interested students
should pick up the necessary forms at
the Financial Aid Office in Downes
Memorial. These two forms should be
returned to the director of Financial Aid
by December 15. Limited funds are
available, but new recipients will
receive word of their awards shortly





cast of stars in,..
"SWING OUT SWEET LAND"
Duke does his first
TV special for the
King of Beers,.,
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by A Ian Marchisotto.
Now that the General Motors strike has
been settled, the Nixon Administraton is
feverishly attempting to avert yet another
crippling work stoppage which would have
serious effects on the economy and indeed
might prove a fatal blow to current efforts at
ending inflation. The threatened massive
walkout of Buildings and Grounds em-
ployees is viewed with such concern, that
Labor Secretary Hodgson has made several
unannounced visits to the campus in the last
few weeks in an effort to revive bargaining
sessions between the union and the College.
Negotiators for the two sides are currently
unable to. decide upon the shape of the table.
The union wants a twelve sided table so that
students, the elderly, neighborhood
unemployed, high school social studies
classes and other vitally interested groups
can sit in on the haggling. The College is
opposed to any table at all, preferring in-
stead to conduct negotiations by telephone.
The walkout, should it occur, would be the
most crippling labor action since the
nationwide Teamster's strike in 1962, It
would leave thousands of Trinity students,
faculty, and administrators bereft of
janitorial, maintenance, and repair ser-
vices, and at the mercy of the pestilence and
plague which would inevitably result. The
spectre of.trash lying uncollected on the
Long Walk, of light bulbs not being replaced,
of hallways not being vacuumed, of
radiators not being repaired, and of litter
and leaves not being raked up, is truly ap-
palling. This impending chaos has
galvanized the federal government into
action. The wage settlement which is agreed
upon here will set the pace for the entire
college industry and therefore, a package
which' exceeds the President's inflation
guidelines would be a signal for similar
demands throughout the nation.
One of the main issues is, of course,
wages. The union argues that the current
wage of $3.40 per hour is, at best, conducive
to poverty. This would be true if B and G
were paid for the hours each week which
they actually worked. They are instead paid
for a forty hour week. Another issue is the
College's attempt to eliminate feather-
bedding, as railroads have tried to do in the
past. Trinity's firemen are easily
recognized. They are the three people who
stand around and watch while the fourth
works.
Now that Trinity has become one of the
giants of the education industry, it was
inevitable that we had to have a union. It is a
status symbol denied to small schools where
personal contact between management and
managed is still possible. No doubt, we will
soon hear of the appointment of a Dean of
Labor Relations. This will be followed by its
inevitable complement, the Workman's
Compensation Council (WCC), made up of
students, faculty, and administrators who
will review the B and" G Open Semester
program called for in the new contract, as
well as dismissal procedures and conditions
for readmittance to the work force. This is
just one of the many burdens which
megacolleges like Trinity must shoulder.
For citizens of this educational superpower,
it means higher and higher taxes, a
responsibility which accompanies our
presumption of worldwide obligations. All
things considered, perhaps it wasn't so bad
being a postage stamp principality. At least
people talked to one another.
English . • .
(From P.I)
"I favor some modification, but not
necessarily those," admitted Beedy. "I
signed it to get things going," Tarpley said.
Tarpley said he favors^n "individualized
major," one in which the selection of
courses to comprise the major would be left
to the student.
Beedy said that guidelines within which a
student could have a good deal of flexibility
would be better than having the present
required courses, and better than having no
major structure at all.
Both Beedy and Tarpley hope that the new
panel will bring substantial changes.
Dickler feels that the final changes will
probably be "negligible."
Interviews with English department
faculty members Sunday indicated that
whatever the new panel decides will go
before the department's Curriculum
Committee, before all majors and Faculty
of the department, and ultimately will be
decided on by the English Faculty..
All of the English faculty interviewed
Library Council Reviews
Fines, Hours, Purchases
The new Library Advisory Council will
advise the librarian, Donald B. Engley, on
the allocation of book funds, library hours,
loan and fine regulations, and student
complaints the librarian said. According to
Engley, the purpose of the council is to "fill
the need for a forum where faculty,
graduate students, undergraduates and
library staff members can discuss library
matters of mutual concern."
The council replaces the old faculty
library committee, which was combined
with the new student-faculty financial-'af-
fairs committee this year.
"The council will not run the library,"
Engley said. "That would mean anarchy."
It will suggest amendments to recom-
mendations made by the library staff
Engley said.
At a meeting in October, the councU'ap-
proved the librarian's reeommendationsfor
the allocation of book funds to academic
departments without suggesting :a,ny
changes in the amounts allocated, Engley
said. In the future, it will discuss the results
of a faculty questionaire, issued last spring,
Philosophy
Professor Laszlo Versenyi of Williams
College will deliver the first Philosophy
Club lecture entitled 'Plato and His
Liberal Opponents" in the Life Sciences
Center Auditorium, Thursday,
November 19. The public is invited.
Dartec
DAHTEC (Drug Addicts Rehabitated
Through the Educational Community)
House holds open house every: other
Saturday evening at 8:00: p.m. at their
residence on Undercliff Road in
Mcriden. The next open house is on
November 14 at 8:00 p.m., and anyone
interested is encouraged to call 237-8495
lor reservations, which must be made.
A feature of the open house is an open
discussion in which visitors talk over
with residents questions they have
concerning drugs.
which solicited faculty views on book len-
ding policies Engley said. About half the
faculty felt the lending policy should be
changed, he continued.
According to Engley the council will also
. discuss the suggestions of students and
faculty found in the suggestion box, in-
cluding suggestions about what books to
buy, periodicals to subscribe, and com-
plaints about room temperature, lighting,
and noise in the library.
Frederic Munz, '72, a member of the new
council, said that the council has a "wat-
chdog function" to solicit and implement
suggestions from library users and to
mediate "conflicts of interest." One of the
most important functions of the council will
be to approve the distributions of funds to
the best advantage of the different depart-
ments, he said. He intends to investigate the
results of a questionnaire distributed to
library users concerning coffee house
facilities in the library. The results were
never released. Munz hopes that food can be
made available to students in the library.
The council is made up of three un-
dergraduate volunteers, one graduate
student, three faculty members and two
library staff members. The undergraduate
members are: Frederic Munz, '72, Richard
La Salle, '73, and Ann Wolf '74. The Faculty
members are Dr. Richard E. Bentdn,
representing the Humanities, Dr. Norman
Miller, representing the Social Sciences,
and Dr. E. Finlay Whittlesey, representing
the Physical Sciences. Mrs. Sandra Biloon is
the graduate student, and the two library
staff membersare Mr. Engley and Ralph D.
Arcari, chief of readers' services.
The second meeting of the council will
take place on Nov. 19th at 4:30 in the library.
The "meeting will be open to interested
students and faculty.
were against the proposal to eliminate all
nine required courses, although most
favored decreasing the number to 5 or 6.
"Flexibility yes - but that's a cop out,"
said James H. Wheatley, associate
professor. "There are a few things which we
can decide together that an English major
involves," explained Wheatley. He said that
the department will almost certainly not
accept the "all elective major."
"If we do something like that, we had
better tighten up our advising system -
especially if we are going to get students
into graduate school," said Daniel B.
Risdon, associate professor. He admitted
that the proposal seems "in the line of
general liberalization at the college."
James L. Potter, associate professor,
argued that if there is going to be "any
rationale behind the department major,
then some structure should be retained."
"The big question is what changes should be
made in that structure," said Potter.
Hugh S. Ogden, assistant professor,
favored the "individualized major" which,
he said, would "enable the student to focus
in on his own interest,"
Commenting on the all-elective, major,
Stephen Minot, associate professor, said,
"That sounds very conservative -- it would
be a return to the nineteenth century Har-
vard ideal of a gentleman's education. Then,
education was but training yourself for
polite conversation," he said.
Minot said it would be sad to abandon thr
structure of the major. "There is a range ot
disciplines available and necessary tr
become proficient in English literature," h<
argued.
Minot sees the "all elective" major as ,
step toward the "free school, stree
academy" type of education. He sau
schools of that nature have an 80% average
attrition rate in most classes and a 60 to 70*?,
attrition rate for the school. He claimed tha'
adoption of the Dickler proposal would
result in "education anarchy."
Minot likes the concept of the in-
dividualized major, but he feels the present
requirements are already flexible enough to
allow that.
The English department major now
requires: 2 courses of narrative and
thematic patterns, 2 of genres, 1 of literary
history before 1800, and one for literary
history after 1800, 1 of major writer before
1800, and one after 1800, 1 senior seminar,
and 3 eiectives.
Most of the English faculty agree that
certain courses in other departments should
be allowed to count for major credit, and to
a limited extent that is being done now.
Dickler wants the department to recognize
not only literature and civilization courses
in other languages, as it does now but also :
psychology courses in Freud and Jung,
some sociology courses, and courses on
"great thinkers like Nietzsche." He says the
department is not willing to carry their -.
conviction to its logical completion.
"Literature encompasses all. It should be
the focus of liberal arts," explained Dickler.
He contended that the present departmental
setup presents only an "abstraction of
English." "They have taken the Frye-
structure, for example, and held it up
without any of the really revolutionary
meaning which lies behind it," he said,.
Dickler thinks that Lhe department is the
best place to start change in the college.
"You work with a limited number of people
who you know fairly well."
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rCity Scope
Marathon Kiss Puckered
At UHartford; Record Set
A new world's record for the marathon
kiss was set by two University ot Hartford
students through an epic 13 hour and 45
minute smooch.
, Jim Holloway and Ronnie Beck, both West
Harttord residents, broke the old record of
12consecutive hours claimed Wednesday by
two students at Eastern Washington State
College in Cheney, Washington.
Prior to the Washington record, the title
was held by students from Southwestern
Texas State College with a time of nine
hours and twelve minutes.
Rules for this marathon are simple -
participants cannot break lip contact for
any reason during the entire session. Timers
and monitors must also be present. Ac-
cording to a Hartford Courant reporter, the
U of H marathon was monitored by
.University of-Hartford and Hartford Times
officials,
The University of Hartford pair decided to
kiss for thirteen hours because they had
slaiied on Friday (he 13th. When their goal
was up, they decided to try for fourteen
hours; -15 minutes into the hour, Miss
Beck called it quits. It was 2:01 a.m.
Although rumored, the Tripod did not find
ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
"Call before you leave
the Campus"
Phone 247-0234
Mon. r- Thur. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Fii. and Sat. 11 a.tn.-l a.m.
Sun.-12 a.m.-11 p.m.
other New England students that had
followed the traditional collegiate pusltimes




The Office of Community Life has moved
from-Williams Memorial to the section of
Hamlin Hall previously occupied by the
infirmary. A lack of office space
necessitated the move of three weeks ago,
according to Marc S. Salisch, dean of
community life.
The expansion of the community life staff
in September to include Herbert 0. Ed-
wards, of the religion department, as
Assistant Dean of Human Relations, con-
tributed to the overcrowding.
Salisch pointed out that secretarial space
in Williams Memorial was crowded and that
there was no waiting area for students.
Salisch said that the Office of Community
Life is now situated "within the student
traffic pattern" and is thus much more
easily accessible to the students themselves.
He also expressed satisfaction with the
opportunity to have more flexible office
hours. The Office's work can now be carried
on at night without the necessity of opening
up the entire Administration Building, he
said.
City Schooling
THE RED HEADS ARE COMING
WORLD CHAMPION GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM
vs.
TRINITY ALL-STAR BASKETBALL ALUMNI
NOVEMBER 21 — FERRIS GYM
BENEFIT TRINITY BASEBALL:
STUDENTS $1.50 (In Advance)
Donations: ADULTS $2.00
CHILDREN $1.00
M AOMffT fflKMMU. H















Education in Hartford, as in most cities
today, is horrible. Schools are overcrowded;
the curriculum is outmoded. Costs run high,
over $12(K) per pupil each year, yet kids
leave high school barely able to mad. Most
teachers in Hartford live oul.side the city
and care little about the children that they
"educate." Recruitment policies keep
things that way. Community pressure has
forced Hartford to hire black teachers, but
they an.1 recruited from small, conservative
Southern college rather than urban
universities. White teachers are carefully
screened before being hired.
The .supposedly "apolitical" school ad-
ministration is a snarl of politics, and the
administrators uses their assumed
"professionalism" to keep the lid on protest
or change. Hartford is especially fortunate
in this aspect-it has a higher administrator
per pupil ratio than almost any city of
comparable size in the Northeast. For just
over 211,000 kids there are over t«) ad-
ministrators who make more than $l!i,0()()
per year.
The hottest issue in Hartford education
today is that of race-integration vs. com-
munity control vs. neighborhood schools vs.
bussing, etc., etc. The city is sharply divided
geographically-the mainly white "South
Knd," the predominantly black "North
End," and the mid-lo-upper class white
"West End." And the battle over "racial
guidelines" has broken down along these
lies.
In lwtifi, Hartford voted to build a new
middle sehool-iitli, Vlh and ilth grades-hi the
Clay Hill section of the city, a rundown
neighborhixid in North Hartford. The school
was built and .will open next September.
When word came out that the school would
batten "integrated" one, with all children
living a mile or more away bussed in, white
parents in the Western and Southern parts of
the city .started screaming. "Bussing" and
the "neighborhood school" suddenly
became the issue of the moment. Parents
groups formed, meeting to protest the idea.
On top of the Clay Hill Middle School issue
came another. Hartford voters in 1968 ap-
proved a bond ordinance to build a new high
and middle school complex in the South
End.<Later, some parents voiced fears that
• a huge complex would be detrimental to
their children's education and "safety," and
that such a large number of children would
surely generate lots of "unrest" and trouble.
The City Council placed on the ballot this fall
a move to eliminate the middle school. At
the same time, they requested additional
funds,for a new Weaver High, in the Nor-
thern section of the city. Voters approved
both requests. The complex political and
verbal maneuvering that surrounded these
moves increased the animosity between the
sections of the city. The Clay Hill issue- is
still hanging around; the Board of
Education voted 5-4 last week to "review"
the plans for the facility, a clear-cut con-
cession to the white parents.
All this bitterness provided the backdrop
for the "Community Educational
Workshop" held Saturday at Trinity
Travel earn money as cam-
pus rep for Garber Travel.
1406 Beacon Street, Brook-
line, Mass.; interested stu-













Sponsored by Ivan Backer and the Office o
Community Affairs, the conference was
intended to bring together the various in-
terest groups concerned with education in
Hartford-parents ' groups, PTA's, civic
associations, etc. In discussing issues more
"fundamenta l" to education than the
seemingly petty disputes of recent weeks, it
was hoped that the groups could establish
some common ground for working together
to improve education in Hartford as a whole.
School Superintendent Medill Bair and
UConn President Homer Babbidge spoke,
both defending (he present educational
system lo the hill, and calling for caution
ami consideration in effecting change. In-
spiring words; A panel composed of Dr.
MacKimmie of Trinity; a former school
board president; M school administrators
and a bilingual assistant from one of the
schools then debuted questions posed by the
morning's "discussion groups." Intended to
he a panel of experts who could answer
questions about teacher accountability,
individual instruction, guidance, the aims of
various school programs, and the ways for
such a diverse assortment of people to effect
change, Ihe panel was heavily biased on
behalf of Ihe school system < the leader of a
black community group failed to show,)
Only after two hours of half-hearted ver-
biage did any real exchange occur, as u few
members of the audience began to question
the values and assumptions of the school
administration on Ihe definition of "quality
educalion."
The workshop ended with Deputy Mayor
(ieorge Alhanson (who wears his mayoral
aspirations on his facei proposing to form a
steering committee* and meet again. While
such a move could serve as the basis for a
coalition of interests, the administration's
snow jobs and maneuvering will more likely





Two faculty committees are examining
methods to lower the College budget while
maximizing the return from existing
educational facilities.
A cost analysis of Black Studies has been
completed by the Financial Affairs Com-
mittee. The result of the study is being
reviewed by the Joint Educational Policy
Committee this week.
The cost of Black studies at the College
was investigated in terms of the budget and
what each department has to give up, ac-
cording lo Financial Affairs Chairman
Ward Curran. Results of Ihe Educational
Policy Committee's study, will be released
to the TRIPOD later this week.
The Financial Affairs Committee is also
currently analysing- the costs of other
programs including the graduate and
summer schools.
A method of cutting overhead and ex-
pending facilities through inter-institutional
programs is being studied by the
Educational Policy Committee. Par-
ticipating schools may include Rensselaer
Polytechnic Graduate Center, the Hartford
Seminary and the University of Hartford.
Under the plan undersubscribed classes at
several of these schools could be replaced by
a class at one of them. This would save
facility and teaching expenses, according to
Richard T, Lee, a member of the com-
mittee.
The possibility of adding other in-
tercultural studies, such as Latin American
or expanded Chinese studies, is also being
investigated by the committee, Lee said.
Members of the Educational Policy
Committee are faculty members Robert C.
Stewart, chairman, Gustave W. Andrian,
Lee, August E. Sapega and Edward W.
Sloan and five trustees.
The Financial Affairs Committee began
meeting this fall. Faculty members are
Curran, Robert A. Battis, Sloan and Robert
H. Smellie. Students Aron L. Pasternack,
'73, and Lowen K. Hankin, '71, were elected
to the committee last week.
JUST LIKE MOM'S BAKING
C K E d WMWTE6 CAKE $3.00
OZ. BREAD 70c LOAF
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The Usual View (NATVIG PHOTO)
Wesleyan captain Jim Lynch gels a familiar view of Dave Kiarsis - from behind. The
senior halfback has just run over Lynch in gaining some of the 118 yards which helped
him establish a new New England season's rushing record at 1,374 yards.
Trinity Dumps...
because they shut off the Cards' potent
inside running game and made them go to
the air. Hulph Morini played another tough
game at linebacker, nullifying the Wesleyan
sweep. It was co-captain Mike James'
clearing out the area that left.Cook.so open
for his receptions. Jon Miller, Cliff Cutler
and Dave Sample all helped to make
Kiarsis' year a record year.
Kiarsis has had a season and career which
even if he forgets about the Trinity record
book won't. Matava, after losing his
quarterbacking.slot to Erich Wolters in the
beginning of the season, continued to learn
the plays each week and ended the season as
a tough two way performer who was a
leader both offensively and defensively.
Smith came off a disappointing pre-season
to lead a pass rush which grew more
(From P. 8 )
ferocious with each week. DiBenedetto
earned his position at mid-season and
developed into the most vicious linebacker
here since Mike Cancelliere. Henry Smith
and Mike. Najarian were consistent,
dedicated players. These seniors have just
completed a season and careers that will be
hard to forget.
Scoring:
TRINITY 7 7 0 , 1 0 :
Wesleyan 0 0 7 7
T - Matava 3, run (Keith kick)
T -McCabe 9, run (Keith kick)
W - Tabor 2, run (Green kick)
T - Kiarsis 9, run (Keith kick)
T - Keith 27, field goal
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Looks Back On Year
Miller Closes His Career
by Dick Vane
His days in the pit are'over. No longer will Trinity fans get to watch him pulling around
end on the sweeps which helped bring Dave Kiarsis his record breaking yardage, or drop-
ping back on pass protection to give Bantam quarterbacks the extra second to find an open
receiver, or trapping as he did on the touchdown runs of Kiarsis and Joe McCabe against
Wesleyan. Jon Miller played his final game Saturday and according to the entire Trinity
coaching staff, there won't be another person like him around for quite some time.
Jon Miller picked Trinity over Harvard after finishing his final year at Friends School and
started on the Bantam freshmen team. He became a varsity starter at the tail end of his
sophomore season and as a junior was named several times to the ECAC team. Following
his junior year he was named co-captain of the 1970 squad.
As captain of the team Miller was one of the key figures in the Bantams' success this year.
One would think that captaining a winning team would be easy, but that wasn't the case this
year. There were many talented sophomores going out for the team this year and many of
them won positions from seniors. The result was that some of the seniors who were not
playing decided to quit the team.
' 'They just told me that they didn't think that they were getting a fair shake and that they
were going to quit," said Jon. "That really hurt me. We had been a very close bunch of guys
for three years and when in our final year they decided they weren't going to finish, I felt
very badly. I could understand how they felt. I didn't start as a sophomore and I know how
disappointing it is tosit on the bench, but the coach had made a decision and we had to stick
by it. Sometimes it's difficult being a captain, being kind of a mediator, because you feel for
the players but you also understand what the coach has to do."
The captains, Miller and Mike James, worked with Coach Don Miller all during the year,
offering suggestions as to how practices should be run, what should be done during pre-
game drills and when to send in substitutes during games. Another thing which they
discussed was the team's training policy. "I used to think that everyone had to sacrifice to
make the season worthwhile, " said Miller, "I'm still like that, but I realize that some people
aren't; it's best to be realistic about it. This year the training rules were greatly relaxed
from previous years, and the big question facing next year's team is whether they arc-
going , to have any training rules at all, or whether it's just going to be left up to the in-
dividual."
In looking back over the past season,"
Miller credited the sophomores and a
tremendous team spirit for the Bantams'
success. "When we fell behind against
Williams I was really afraid that we were off
lor another year like 1969 when we were 3-4-
1. However, the sophomores weren't used to
losing and 1 think they pushed us over the
hill. I remember that during that game I
came off the field and we had looked bad;
we were (railing and I w a s feeling down.
John Knapp, a sophomore reserve, came up
to me and told me we were going to win. He
seemed so sure of it and he had so much
spirit that it picked me up and made me play
better Ihe rest of the game. Knapp's spirit
was typical of all the sophomores and I think
it was a major reason for our success."
A little thing the Bantams did during the
season helped illustrate that spirit. Every
game, when the third period ended, the
whole team, bench included, raised up four
lingers and yelled out 'four'. "It was an
emotional thing for us," said Jon. "It was just a reminder of all we'd sacrificed for the game
and all the hard work we'd put into it. It pulled us to g ether for the last part of the game and
that's why it was important.
Jon Miller is going to be sacrificing a lot after he graduates too; he's going to be in the.
Marines for two and a half years. "I feel obligated," said Jon, "I believe lhat the military
canbe improved and I'm going to do what I can to improve it. Last year I quit the program
that I was in because 1 didn't want to be responsible for 50 guys being dead, but I think that if
you're really concerned, you can save lives. That's themainreason I'm doing it."
It's not difficult to see why the Trinity coaches think so highly of Miller. An incident which
occurred while I was interviewing him Friday illustrates the type of person Jon is. He had
just come down to the TRIPOD office when a girl came in and asked if anyone had a car to
drive her to the Buildings and Grounds office and then to the chapel. Without any hesitation,
Miller said ho would do it.
All For Naught
Tom DiBenedetto, Trinity middle linebacker, has just intercepted a thrid quarter Wes La
Kn.iniaih oass DiBenedetto returned the ball to the Wesleyan 15 but a clipping penalty nullified
the gain. Other Bantams pictured from left to right are Bob Thiel, Bill Sartorelli (79) Mark





Trinity Dumps Wesleyan In Final, 24 - 1 4
The goal posts are down now and the
frenzied cheering of the crowd has stopped,
but it will be a long time before Trinity
forgets its 1970 football team. Behind an
inspired defense led by sophomore defen-
sive halfback Ray Perkins; who intercepted
three passes for the second consecutive
game, the Bantams downed Wesleyan 24-14
Saturday before 9,000 Middletown fans. The
win brought Trin's record to 7-1, their best
slate since 1956.
Trinity reigns as champions of the "Little
Four" after defeating the Cardinals, Coach,
Don Miller's men opened the season by
edging Williams and crushed Amherst last





























Last year Trinity lost to all of the Little
Three teams, fell to Bates and only
managed a tie against RPI. This year the
Bantams suffered only a mid-season loss to
Rochester, a school much larger than
Trinity, and have issued a strong claim as
one of the top small college teams in New
England.
Perkins, who had the unenviable task of
covering Jim Akin, a tough receiver with a
seven inch height advantage, made two key
fourth quarter interceptions. Each time he
returned the ball to around the Wesleyan ten
yard stripe and both times Trinity was able
to convert the break into a score. Perkins'
heroics accounted for ten Bantam points,
the margin of victory.
As usual, Dave Kiarsis also played a large
part in the Bantam victory. Fittingly, the
senior halfback ended his brilliant career by
breaking the New England seasons' rushing
record. Kiarsis, in gaining 118 yards against
the Cards, brought his season's total to 1,374
breaking Darrick Warner's old mark by five
yards.
Kiarsis fell short of two other records
however, He needed 205 yards to set the
highest modern day yards per game rushing
mark and 146 yards to top the New England
career record. He finished his career having
gained 2,990 yards.
Quentin Keith auietly broke a record, too,
during llio game, lie set a new mark for
consecutive extra points in New England by
booming his 27th conversion in a row. The
old record had been 25.
Trinity had dominated the first half,
bursting to a 14-0 lead. Wesleyan, however,
cut the deficit to seven points with a third
period score and had stopped a Bantam
drive with an interception at the one when
Perkins made his presence felt.
Pete Panciera, the Cards' senior signal
caller who had broken several New England
records during his sophomore and junior
years, threw a pass over the middle in-
tended for Akin. Perkins, however, grabbed
the ball at the 22 and returned it to the 12. On
by Dick Vane
second down from the nine, quarterback
George Matava, who played an outstanding
game both offensively and defensively, gave
to Kiarsis on a quick trap up the middle.
Kiarsis smashed through the hole and had
only one man left between him and the goal
line, Wesleyan's captain Jim Lynch. It was
a mismatch. The Bantam halfback crashed
into Lynch, boiled him over and gave Trin a
14 point bulge.
Two plays later Panciera again put the
ball in the air; once again it ended up in
Perkins' hands as he wrestled it away from
Akin in mid-air and returned it to the
Wesleyan to. Trinity was unable to move but.
Keith kicked the ball much farther than the
27 yards he needed for a field goal and
raised the Bantam advantage to 17 points.
Panciera decided he'd had enough of
Perkins and led a ground drive to the Trin
ton. Three plays later Wesleyan was at the
two; a fourth down pass was batted down
but pass interference was called on the play,
giving Wesleyan a first clown at the one.
They scored to cut the lead to ten.
The Cards began another drive, but on a
crucial third down play, Ron Smith busted in
to dump Panciera for an 11 yard loss to ice
the game. It was Smith who had made the
same type of play in a similar, situation
against Williams to help the1 Bants to their
first victory.
Cards Down Hooters, 4-0;
Bants End Season Winless
by Shawn O'Donnell
The spectacular success of past season
was just a memory last Friday when the
'irinity soccer team suffered the final
ignominy of a devastating season, losing 4-0
to Wesleyan. The game was played in a
driving rainstorm that bogged down the
already sputtering Trinity attack. A somber
Hoy Dath attributed his team's 0-8-1 record
to the utter lack of scoring. The Bantams
were completely stifled on six occasions,
failing loscore against all but three of their
opponents. Still, the defense held up well.
The Wesleyan defeat was the worst Trinity
sustained all year.
Dath had enjoyed eighteen consecutive
winning seasons, a string that stretched
back lo the days of Trinity Ail-American
Alex Guild. The'members of this year's
loam were toddlers when Dath and Guild
carried Trinity to the National Cham-
pionship in 1956. The years that followed saw
Trinity consistently ranked among the top
teams in the.east. The last great Dath team
made the semi-final round of the eastern
regionals in 1967 after upsetting Army 6-4. A
convincing loss to Hartwick kept the Ban-
tams from advancing to the national
tournament.
Final Salvo (Sullivon Photo)
soccer team finished its season Friday on a field more fit for a Salvo ad Co-
"? l i°" ?veB,'la U> a i ld D o u B u r l a r c s e e n »« a c t i o n d u r i"g t h e con^t which the
Matava played a brilliant game at
quarterback. He completed his first eight
passes, going primarily to his big tight end
Whitney Cook. Cook grabbed eight passes in
all for 107 yards. It was Matava who scored
the game's initial touchdown with a run of
three yeards on an option play. The score
was set up by a 14 yard pass to Cook and a
rugged 22 yard sweep by Kiarsis. The drive
had, begun after a fumbel recovery by the
Bantams' fiery middle linebacker Tom
DiBonedetto.
Trin converted another break for their
second score. A four yard Wesleyan punt
gave Trinity the ball at the Wes 38. Two
passes to Cook accounted for 22 yards and
from the nine sophomore fullback Joe
McCabe, playing before a hometown crowd,
slashed off a huge hole on the right side for
the score.
Wesleyan's third period score was the
result of a Bantam iniseue. Matava's pitch
intended for McCabe went wide and was
recovered by the Cardinals at the Trinity 17.
Four plays later Wesleyan scored on a two
yard run by Ed Tabor, who the week before
had set six records in Wesleyan's victory
over Williams,
Thirteen seniors finished their careers
Saturday. Bill Sarlorelli and Bill Bolisle
were the unsung keys to the Bantam victory
Continued on P. 7
Frosh Should Help
Coach Dath cited center fullback Barney
Fiechter for his unflagging spirit and out-
standing play. Other able performers were
co-captains Ron Megna and Jeff Clark,
Fullback Bruce Schafer, Forward Doug
Snyder and Wing Jamie Whittal. Steady
Dick Wood played unflinchingly in the face
of frequent enemy shots on goal. Two out-
standing freshman players, Paul Gossling
and Peter Hermann should provide next
year's team with some scoring power.
Not Dead Yet
As discouraging as this season was, one
should not assume that Trinity soccer is on
the ropes. One remembers the cagey Archie
Moore who, after absorbing a fearful
pounding from Rocky Marciano, said that a
man can suffer two kinds of beatings,
physical and psychological, and that he had
never taken a psychological thrashing. A
year later, his physical powers renewed, the
Mongoose battled the youthful, pliant Floyd
Patterson for the heavyweight cham-
pionship. As severe as the loss to Wesleyan
was, a year's respite should restore the
spirit that carried those eighteen teams to
winning seasons.
Senior quarterback George Matava fires one of the l(i passes lie threw in leading
Trinity to its 24-1-1 win over Wesleyan in the season's final Saturday. Watava completed
12 of those passes for 118 yards. Tom Sehaible is seen diving at a WVsIeyan defender. Also
pictured is co-captain Jon Miller ((1-1). " (NATVIG PHOTO)
Bantams Capture Title
As it became apparent that Trinity was going to beat Wesleyan the hug<> Bantam crowd
began shouting, "We're number one!" And indeed Trinity is number one (hoy became the
first champions of the Joint Organization for Competitive College Sports on Saturday by
beating the Cardinals 24-14 to end their season with a 7-1 mark.
Originally the TRIPOD, the organization responsible lor th league had intended to award
the winner a trophy symbolic of JOCKS supremacy. But upon further consideration, the
members of the sports staff have decided to withhold the award because the federation is
informal and will wait until a definite agreement has been made The TRIPOD will also
lollow the play of these and other schools which will be added to the JOCKS during the
basketball season.
The Bantams were the only team to go undefeated in intraleague competition this season,
wmning all five of their JOCKS contests. Trinity also scored the most points of any team in
the league during the year and finished fourth defensively
Four teamsfinishedwith 3-5 records, but there were no ties in the final standings of the
clubs due to the TRIPOD's tie-breaking procedure. In case of ties in overall standings, it
^uS ,,?•«• t h a t t h e t e a m w i t h t h e b e s t r e c o r d >» intraleague play would be the winner,
league m S W°" t W e n t y"e i g h t P ^ ^ t a g e points over Amherst for sixth place in the
If the Bantams receive no other plaudit during the off season, they can be happy at least in
the knowledge that they won the title that really mattered.
Final Standings















W L. T PCT W L T PCT
7 1 0 .875 5 0 0 1.000
6 1 0 ,857 6 1 0 .857
5 3 0 .625 4 1 0 .800
5 3 o .625 3 2 0 .600
5 4 0 .555 2 2 0 .500
3 5 0 .375 3 4 0 -428
3 5 0 .375 2 3 0 .400
3 5 o .375 1 2 0 .333
3 5 0 .375 1 4 0 .200
1 7 o .125 1 5 0 .1(57
0 8 0 .000 I) 5 0 .000
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Wesleyan-14 Amherst-35
_Unipn-6. Rochester-
FOR AGST
203 136
185 »S
178 163
185
122
161
161
146
127
118
77
122
100
196
199
148
158
222
185
Williams • 7
'A Tufts-26
